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The Essence of Neville Goddard

Louise Cowley
'Imagining Creates Reality' is a short handbook showing you how to use your imagination to create your dreams. With faith, it works- TEST IT OUT and see. The book is divided into three parts: the theory, the practice and experiences. All the essential information is given within a clear structure showing how to use the power of the imagination to manifest in your world. This can be referred to easily, making practice more manageable to integrate into everyday life. All the ideas are taken from the works of Neville Goddard, a great writer and teacher of the symbolic meaning of the Bible.

'Imagining creates Reality,' is the heart essence of the forthcoming handbook I have written entitled, 'Live your Dream,' which is a more detailed explanation and practice of Neville Goddard’s teachings on faith allowing us all to live our dreams. Why does the cover strangely show my head attached to the body of the Duke of Wellington? Find out inside... I wish you all the best and I truly believe that if you persevere in faith, your dream WILL become a reality. Never give up... "Nothing happens or continues in being by a power of its own. Events happen because comparatively stable imaginal activities created them and they continue in being only as long as they receive such support."-Neville Goddard
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Customer Reviews

I've written a few books on Neville's work, and it's pretty rare that I review other people's work on Neville, because they generally miss his core principles entirely, or they add in heaps of stuff that is totally "non Neville". Louise did a goodie job here, and that's why I'm giving her 5 stars. We all can learn more about Neville and his principles, and if that's what you want to do pick up this book, read it, and then return to the original lectures and explore again - with new eyes. And after a while, return again, to this book to peek and notice, "what's new". Enjoy the adventure of a lifetime. Mr Twenty Twenty

Neville's work takes up where the law of attraction left off. Are you looking to explore creating your reality? Perhaps this book will do it for you. Yes, at the beginning there's scripture that to the novice it might seem that this book is a "religious" work. No, it's not. Neville explains in his work that scriptures was understood by the lay men as we understand the news today. Much has been lost in translation and Neville works recovers that gap. I like that the author, Cowley, doesn't just write about Neville's work but she has a chapter with "how to" manifest what you desire. I have been practicing with Neville's work and I know that this works. My neighbor's house was placed on the market (twice). I know they want to move but their property was not selling. I used Neville's work to assist them. A couple of days later, the property has a sign that says "under contract". If this book catches your eye...perhaps is the doorway to creating a new reality...is this what you're looking for?

A long time ago when I was young I had imagination. As I grew I allowed society to diminish that imagination. Louise Cowley brings back that imagination and its true meaning. She touches deeply within ones soul how our thoughts create what is around us in this world today. She really goes into a deeper part of what Neville Goddard has always taught. She simplifies it and touches on the inner part of a person that makes one know that within anything is possible and we do not have any limitations except what we put on ourselves. I would highly recommend this book to readers who are searching inside themselves for something more than the outer world and see how Louise brings it in to this inner realm of creating with our imagination. A very good book, I wish it was in a hard copy!! Thank you Louise for sharing your inner knowledge with us!

This little book can be worth it's weight in gold to someone who needs guidance in how to pray and
get results. The author takes a number of biblical passages and tells us what these passages really mean. The Bible is a great prescription for living if we know how to use it the right way. The book is also a perfect summary of Goddard’s teachings and how to put them to practical use.

Good little volume which serves as a good introduction to the work of Neville Goddard. Neville Goddard (1905-1972) was a philosopher and mystic whose personal philosophy included a number of influences, from Judaic Ethiopian mysticism to Rosicrucianism and the works of William Blake. A major and overriding theme of his work was that human imagination is where the true creative force, or â€™â€™magicâ€™â€™ if you will resides. Ms Cowley adds to this work anecdotes of how this philosophy has chimed with her on a more personal and private level and how, the story of how the cover illustration of The Duke of Wellington is relevant to the story is particularly funny. Overall itâ€™s only a short work, but written with conviction and gusto and a great introduction to this long-neglected philosopher and mystic.

This is both a great introduction to Neville Goddard’s metaphysical teachings AND a fine restatement of those teachings for those who ARE familiar with that work. One thing I’ve noticed with this teaching is that often, the message has to come at me several times in different ways before I really GRASP it. That’s what I got from this book. Really solidly done and valuable no matter where you are on the road to awakening. Thank you!
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